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Abstract—This paper represents a research project done in the
field of handwriting analysis with the purpose of designing models
which could assess student performance in IT and engineering
majors. The anonymous data was provided by the American
University of Armenia, and the handwriting samples were from
midterm exams of two different university subjects. Various
machine learning approaches, such as Logistic Regression, Support
Vector Machines, Random Forest, Decision Trees, K Nearest
Neighbors, and Multilayer Perceptron, and statistical methods
were used in order to design a predictive model which could
infer student performance from their handwriting characteristics.
The main findings were about the impact of the choice of the
data, handwriting features and machine learning models. The
research was divided into two stages, and each of those had a
different dataset and problem statement. First stage was concerned
with grade prediction, and second stage was about general
student performance prediction. Many things learned during
the first approach were applied during the second one. Some
handwriting features were no longer considered, some domain
specific handwriting features were added during the seconds stage,
and in general directions for defining new features of handwriting
in future were discovered. The dataset was limited and contained
very small number of samples, which was a huge limitation for
the study. Therefore in future stages, more data will need to be
collected in order to get better results.

Index Terms—handwriting analysis, machine learning, student
performance, statistics

I. INTRODUCTION

Handwriting is one of the most unique things every person
owns. Different characteristics and types of handwriting have
been observed starting from seventeenth century in order to
decode people, their personality and much more. In fact, 400
years ago Camilo Baldi managed to write a book about methods
of handwriting analysis. (Joshi et al., 2015)

This research project is concerned with finding ways of
predicting student grade or performance in the technology and
engineering domain with the help of student handwriting sam-
ples. Creating a model which could assess one’s performance
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in the field of technologies and engineering based on their
handwriting could be useful tool for individuals and institutions.
The data was taken from the American University of Armenia,
which is an English speaking university, so the handwriting
samples were in English. However, the native language of the
writers, in majority of the cases, was not English.

The handwriting characteristics used for the first stage of
model design were taken from graphology, where they are
used for personality detection. The aim with the first project
was to design machine learning model which could use a few
handwriting features to either predict student’s letter grade
or whether the students have passed or failed the exam. The
choice of machine learning methods was based on the size
and specific traits of the data. For this stage Random Forest,
Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine and Multilayer
Perceptron classifiers were used. The results of the first stage
were promising in terms of numbers and accuracy scores,
however were not reliable due to the imbalance in the data and
skewed distribution of some features. This was proven using
statistical methods such as Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves and calculation of the Area Under the Curve
(AUC). The findings were summarized and all the knowledge
gained was applied during the seconds stage.

The purpose of second stage was to predict general student
performance, instead of performance in the scope of one single
exam. This was done to avoid bias that could be caused due
to semester, subject, exam date and many other factors. New
handwriting characteristics were used on top of what was used
in the first stage. Some handwriting characteristics which had
skewed distributions were not considered for the analysis at this
stage. K Nearest Neighbors and Decision Trees were added to
the methods already used during the first stage. Also, MLP was
trained with batches to improve the learning and increase the
predictive power. For this stage the accuracy scores obtained
were smaller for testing datasets compared to training datasets
for all models except from MLP, and the assumption was that
the models overfit the training data. This was proven with
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the ROC curve and AUC calculation. The MLP model had
higher accuracy score when tested on test dataset, compared
to test on the train dataset. However, testing on the training
dataset landed a very small accuracy score, which showed
that in this case the model underfitted. In addition, Ridge and
Lasso regularization models were trained, in order to avoid
underfitting or overfitting. The small accuracy scores landed by
them also proved that the models did not have much success
learning based on the feature set provided. This was important
to understand how to organize the future work in terms of
feature selection, data collection and model design in order to
have better results.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

At the beginning of the research the main question was
about what can handwriting analysis be used for. It was found,
that many research groups have put efforts in the problem
of identifying personality from handwriting. In fact, there
exist software products which solve the problem of reading
handwriting with well tuned models. (Digital Scientists, 2022.)
Usually, to solve this problem, they use graphology concepts
and knowledge, which helps to map the personality from
the handwriting with machine learning methods. The process
starts with image data preprocessing. Since most of the time
handwriting images are on white background with darker
ink color, there is an opportunity to use image thresholding
in order to transform the data to binary scale. (Joshi et al.,
2015) Other methods involve image cropping, noise removal,
and Contour Warp affine transformation. (Haridas et al.,
2021) A research group used an additional pre-processing
technique, called opening the data. This process allows removal
of unwanted and helpless characters inside the handwriting
such as punctuation marks. Data segmentation, was also used
to divide the handwriting based on lines, words and letters. T
bar height is an indicator of certain personality, so template
matching was used to identify letter "t".

Personality detection from handwriting requires definitions
both from technical and graphology perspectives. The hand-
writing characteristics which can potentially be identified by
a model need to be defined, and for supervised learning, the
data also needs to be labelled by professionals. However, it
is important to note that there is a common pattern in what
characteristics of the handwriting are observed in different
research papers. Almost all the research works base their
models on the following handwriting characteristics:

Baseline
The invisible line along which the letters are written is called

baseline. Baseline is the direction of the written lines and
can be ascending, descending, or straight, and the personality
traits associated with each baseline type correspondingly are
optimistic, pessimistic and balanced.

Slant
Slant is the direction of letters in the handwriting. It can

be extreme left, left, vertical, right, extreme right. Extreme
left is associated with fear of the future, tendency towards
rejection and defensiveness. Extreme right indicates impulsive

and very expressive behavior, with a lack of self-control and
low tolerance for frustration. If the slant is left the personality
is reflective and independent, and may have difficulty with
expression and adaptation of emotions and sympathy. In
comparison, the right slant shows expressiveness, freedom in
thought and emotions, extrovertedness, and orientation towards
the future. When the slant is vertical a person is said to be
rational, and very independent emotionally and in work.

T-bar height
T-bar height is associated with confidence and self-esteem

level. T-bar can be in the middle of the letter, lower, higher,
or not even crossing the stem, and based on how the person
writes the letter it is considered that the person has moderate,
low, high self esteem respectively, or is a dreamer with very
high hopes.

Margin
Handwriting analysis is done on handwriting which is on

blank white paper, so the place from where one starts writing
matters and it is called the margin. Margin can be wide left in
which case one is considered courageous, it can be wide right,
showing avoidance of future and reservedness, the absence
of margin shows insecurity and devoting self completely, and
finally the even margin shows balance and self discipline.

Letter size
Letter size has to do with one’s desire to be noticed. If

the letters are large and bold, that can be considered as an
indication for high desire to be noticed, small writing on the
other hand shows that the author prefers not to be noticed. And
the middle size letters are associated with a balance and fit in
the world.

There are also some less common handwriting characteristics
analyzed in some of the research work, including word spacing,
pen pressure. Some more unique characteristics used only in
particular papers include line spacing and strokes connecting
the letters. (Joshi et al., 2015) (Champa and AnandaKumar,
2010)

However, no studies were found, which were concerned with
the problem of whether it is possible to predict student grade
or performance based on student handwriting and whether that
can also be explained by the personality descriptions. One
research project was found which tried to analyze whether
poor handwriting influences students’ score reliability in
mathematics. They conducted a survey and as a result found out
that poor handwriting affects their overall achievement in school
mathematics hence negatively affects their educational progress.
However, this study was done for secondary school students,
only for mathematics and the research locale was Nigeria.
Their conclusion was that schools should teach handwriting
skills and parents should also be concerned in teaching their
kids to write properly in order to help them perform better in
mathematics. (Oche, 2014)

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. AI midterm exam grade prediction, AUA data (50 samples)

The first stage of the research project was done based on 50
students data, from Artificial Intelligence midterm exam at the
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American University of Armenia. The data was anonymous
and taken from the university. The handwriting characteristics
were manually assessed based on graphology principles learned
during the research of handwriting analysis. The data included
the handwriting characteristic and its corresponding reference
with personality trait based on graphology domain. Four
main handwriting characteristics were taken for model design,
those included T-bar height, letter size, baseline and slant.
The personality traits corresponding to these handwriting
characteristics were described in the Literature Review section.

During exploratory data analysis different features distribu-
tions were observed in order to find if there is any imbalance
in the data (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Distribution of features for AI midterm dataset features

In addition, a Pearson correlation matrix was drawn in order
to assess what were the correlations between different variables,
including the dependant variable (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Correlation of features for AI midterm dataset features

The dependent variable was the grade, however, considering
the sample size was only 50 rows, the grade variable was
clustered into classes by two methods. The first approach was
to convert the numerical grade into a letter grade based on
American system, which made 11 classes from which in the
data only 8 were present. And the second approach was to
simply mark the grade as pass, if it was higher than 60, or
no pass otherwise. It was also important to assess the class
imbalance. Figure 3 shows what was the distribution of students
who passed or failed to pass the midterm exam.

Figure 3. Pass/No Pass results distribution for 50 students

Figure 4 shows what was the amount of students in each
letter grade class, where 7 corresponds to the class of Fail (F).

Figure 4. Letter grade distribution for 50 students. Each level on y column
corresponds to a letter grade.

The data was randomized and 25% was chosen to be the test
dataset, therefore 75% was the train dataset. Four machine
learning methods were used to train and test the model,
including Multilayer Perceptron, Logistic Regression, Random
Forests and Support Vector Classification. All machine learning
approaches were trained with different parameter combinations.
From traditional machine learning methods, the ones which
are tree-based, land better results for small datasets. (Dwivedi,
2020) Thus, Random Forest Classifier was used. The number
of trees was in the range 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 since it is known for
theory, that the number of trees should not exceed the square
root of the sample size. Both "gini" and "entropy" criterion
were used.

Additionally, the more complex is a machine learning model,
the higher are the chances it will overfit to the data, especially
considering the extremely limited amount of the data. Therefore,
more simple approaches such as Support Vector Classifier and
Logistic Regression were also used. For SVC the kernel was
chosen to be "linear", since as a simple approach it works well
for small datasets. For Logistic Regression penalty "l2" was
added, in order to have regularization and prevent overfitting
or underfitting. In Logistic Regression models ’newton-cg’,
’lbfgs’, and ’liblinear’ were used as solvers, and solvers "sag"
and "saga" were removed, because they are commonly used
for big datasets in order to make the training fast. (Pedregosa
et al., 2011)
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A Multilayer Perceptron can work for any amount of data,
however, the number of hidden layers and the number of
neurons inside them should be adjusted to the size of the data.
The maximum number of hidden layers used was 5, and the
maximum number of neurons in a layer was 20, and these two
parameter values were not present at the same time in any of
the models.

Same approaches were used both for letter grade and pass/no
pass predictions. For pass/no pass predictions an ROC curve
was plotted and AUC was calculated, since the output was
binary, and these methods would help to assess the predictive
power of the model. (Pedregosa et al., 2011)

In addition, the training was done based on five groups of
features; all features, slant only, baseline only, T-bar height only,
and letter size only. Accuracy and F1 scores were calculated
for all the models.

B. Student Performance Prediction from Handwritten Midterm
exam, AUA data (86 samples)

The handwriting data for the second stage of analysis was
collected from Introduction to Object Oriented Programming
midterm exam samples taken from the American University
of Armenia. Each exam paper was labeled with an ID and
made anonymous. The professor who thought the class divided
students into three groups, based on their general performance
and skills; low, medium, high. Based on the learning from the
first stage of the research project, handwriting baseline and
slant were no longer taken as features, to avoid imbalance in
the data and adding bias to the models. Letter size and T-bar
height were the two characteristics which continued to be used.
Figure 5,6 and 7 show examples of three levels of the T-bar
height.

Figure 5. Example of T-bar height "high"

Figure 6. Example of T-bar height "middle"

Figure 7. Example of T-bar height "low"

On top of letter size and T-bar height, three new character-
istics were taken from handwriting, which did not have any
graphology inference, instead they were based on the content
of the exam papers. Since the exam was for a course which
required programming knowledge, most of the students wrote
statement such as "if", "return", and "for" in their solutions,
thus letters "t", "f" and "r" were used in all exam samples. One

of the characteristics added was "T circle" which indicated
whether there was any circle in the "t" or it was written with
lines only. It had two values True or False. (Figure 8)

Figure 8. Example of letter "t" with a circle in it

Additionally, the way letters "f" and "r" were written,
were also considered as features of handwriting which could
potentially explain student performance. For "R type" two
classes were considered, handwritten or typed (Figure 9 and
10). For "F type" the description of the letter was provided
by three main characteristics. First one was whether the upper
part of the letter was linear, circular or oval, second one was
whether the bottom part of the letter was linear, circular or
oval, and finally the third trait was whether the letter was cut
into half in the middle, lower or higher part of it. An example
of a letter from class "circle_line_low" is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Example of "hand" type of "r"

Figure 10. Example of "typed" type of "r"

Figure 11. Example of "circle_line_low" type of "f"

In the stage of exploratory data analysis distributions for
each of the features were tested in order to remove outliers
as well as to exclude features which had skewed distributions
from the training process (Figure 12). The distribution of the
dependent variable, student performance, was also checked to
be sure there was no class imbalance.
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Figure 12. Distribution of features for 2nd stage of the project

Pearson correlation matrix was used in order to identify the
correlations between the variables. (Figure 13)

Figure 13. Correlation matrix between variables for the 2nd stage of the
project

The data contained 86 samples, with 24 medium, 29 high
and 34 low performing students. For this stage of analysis a
few machine learning techniques were used. Similar to what
was done in the 1st stage of research, tree-based and simple
algorithms were used to perform parameter tuning and avoid
overfitting. They were tested on all features combined and
for each feature separately. First K Nearest Neighbors (KNN),
Random Forest classifier (RF), Support Vector classifier (SVC),
Logistic Regression (LR), and Decision Tree classifier (DT)
were ran on the data.

Furthermore, Random Forest was initialized with number of
estimators 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, since it is known from theory that
the number of trees should not be more than the square root
or log of the sample size. In this case, the threshold was 9,
which is largest integer smaller than the square root of 86.

Similar to the first stage of analysis, in case of Logistic
Regression "l2" penalty was applied for regularization and
"sag" and "saga" solvers were excluded from solvers’ list, since
they are advantageous for larger datasets. The SVC model was
trained with "linear" kernel.

In addition, to validate the interpretation of the results,
ROC curves were drawn and AUCs were calculated. Since
the classification was multiclass instead of binary, to draw an
ROC curve One Versus Rest (OVR) heuristic method was used.
(Trevisan, 2022) In addition, the data was trained and tested
with Ridge and Lasso regularization models, which prevent
unerfitting or overfitting. (Dwivedi, 2020) The alpha parameters
of the models were tuned by initializing with different values.

At the end, MLP models were also trained with randomly
picked number of hidden layers from range 1-5 and number
of neurons from the range 2-20. These numbers were adjusted
based on the sample size.

Even though it is a more common practice to use training
with batches when the sample size is big, sometimes learning
with batches lands higher accuracy on smaller datasets as well.
Therefore, the MLP model was also trained with batches and

epochs, and the loss of each epoch was calculated to evaluate
the learning trend of the model. Number of batches and epochs
were set to 20 considering the size of the data.

In addition, at the last step of analysis, the best MLP model
was trained on two classes only; high and low performing
students. After training the model with the two classes, the
predictions of the model for middle class were collected. The
professor was also asked to change the evaluation of the
students who had performance level "middle" to either "high"
or "low". The results were compared in order to understand how
well the model was able to classify "middle" class students
to either "high" or "low" class compared to the professors
assessment.

IV. RESULTS

A. AI midterm exam grade prediction, AUA data (50 samples)

Letter Grade Prediction Results
Each of the models predicting letter grade were assessed

based on their accuracy and F1 scores. Interestingly, the results
from all the models, with all the parameter combinations and
with all the one-feature-based training cycles, landed accuracy
score of 0.8 as their best accuracy. The only exception was
Random Forest Classifier which had 0.7 as the best accuracy
score when trained on all features.

These results were surprisingly positive, so it was interesting
to dig deep and understand them more thoroughly. The fact
that no matter what was the model, features or the parameters,
the final results were the same, could be explained by the
imbalance in the data, and its bias towards a certain class,
which was ’Fail’ in case of Letter Grade prediction and "No
pass" in case of Pass/No Pass prediction. The imbalance of
classes was also visible in Figure 1.

In addition, the MLP model was also tested on the train
dataset, to see if it had predictive power for the dataset on
which it learned. The accuracy score landed as a result of
testing on train dataset, when trained on all features, was 0.75,
which was smaller compared to test accuracy score of 0.8
(Figure 14). This showed that the model didn’t learn and had
a small predictive power.

Figure 14. Best accuracy score MLP models for Letter grade prediction

Pass/No Pass Prediction Results
In case of Pass/No Pass prediction the classification was

binary. Support Vector Classifier, Random Forest Classifier,
and Logistic Regression had maximum accuracy scores of
0.8 The only exceptions were the best MLP models which
managed to get an accuracy score of 0.9 (Figure 15). As it can
be observed, even though the accuracy of testing on test dataset
was very high, when the accuracy score was estimated based
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on the testing on train dataset, for the three best MLP models
the scores were 0.475, 0.575 or 0.600. These low accuracy
scores indicated that the model failed to predict the outputs
for the dataset on which it learned. In other words, the model
underfitted the data, and the high accuracy score on test dataset
was simply a result of imbalance of the classes like in case of
Letter grade prediction.

Figure 15. Best accuracy score MLP models for Pass/No Pass prediciton

Further, Logistic Regression and SVC results were checked
with ROC curves and AUC calculation. The AUC for Logistic
Regression was 0.59, and for SVC it was 0.40 (Figures 16
and 17). It is known from theory, that an AUC value near 0.5
shows that the model is unable to make predictions, and that
it has not learned. (Mandrekar, 2010)

Figure 16. ROC and AUC for Logistic Regression

Figure 17. ROC and AUC for Support Vector Classifier

To summarize, both when doing letter grade prediction and
pass/no pass prediction based on 50 samples from AUA AI
midterm exam, all the models used (RF, MLP, SVC, LR)
failed to gain sufficient predicitive power. The exploratory

data analysis with statistical methods such as ROC and AUC
calculations and performing a test on the train dataset, showed
that the accuracy results, even though very high, but were not
reliable. There was an imbalance in the data and considering
its small size it was impossible to tackle the problem of
designing a model which would learn on it. This bias in the
data was coming from external factors, such as course content,
professor’s grading approach, or even outside events which
could affect the class performance, including something going
on in the world or the country which could affect the learning
process overall. This data imbalance made the model overfit
towards "Fail" class in case of Letter grade prediction and "No
pass" class in case of Pass/No pass prediction. Moreover, it was
found that some of the variables had left-skewed distributions,
including the baseline and slant, since majority of people tend
to write on a right or straight baseline, and the letter slant is
usually either vertical or right-oriented. This was one of the
important things learned from the study, and was used for the
second stage of data collection and analysis, where baseline
and slant were no longer considered. In addition, to reduce
the bias which could come from a course content, semester,
or professor, for the second stage of research the grade of a
specific class was no longer taken as the variable to be predicted.
Instead, a more generic indicator of student’s performance was
considered.

B. Student Performance Prediction from Handwritten Midterm
exam, AUA data (86 samples)

For each of the models trained, the testing was done based on
train and test datasets. The models used for the problem were
KNN, Random Forest, Decision Tree, Logistic regression and
Support Vector Machine classifiers. The best accuracy scores
landed by each of the models tested both on train and test
datasets are shown in the Figure 18. In all cases the accuracy
scores of train dataset was multiple times better compared to
the accuracy score from testing on test dataset. The accuracy
scores on test dataset were small, none of those exceeded 50%.
This was a sign that the models overfitted to the train dataset.

Figure 18. ROC curve and AUC calculations for Logistic Regression model
using OVR heuristic

To check how much predictive power models had, ROC
and AUC were calculated with the help of One Versus Rest
(OVR) heuristic method for Logistic Regression and Support
Vector Machines. These two models were chosen, since they
had the best accuracy scores on the test dataset. As it can be
observed in Figure 19, in case of Logistic Regression AUCs
for three classes were 0.30, 0.41 and 0.67. These are near 0.5
which indicates that the model did not have much predictive
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power. And for the SVC model, one of the areas was 0.83 for
class 2 (medium performance), which was a positive result,
however for classes 1 (high) and 0 (low) the areas were 0.23
and 0.36 correspondingly, which indicated that the SVC model
also failed to gain predictive power for based on the given data
(Figure 20).

Figure 19. ROC and AUC calculations for Logistic Regression model using
OVR heuristic

Figure 20. ROC and AUC calculations for Support Vector Classifier model
using OVR heuristic

All these results showed that the models overfitted to the train
data and failed to predict on the test data. To avoid overfitting
Ridge and Lasso models were also trained on the train dataset
and tested on both train and test datasets. The Ridge model
score for training dataset was 0.039 and for testing it was -0.1
(Figure 21). The Lasso model provided training score of 0.039
and testing score of -0.09 (Figure 22). These results supported
the hypothesis that the dataset was such that the models did
not manage to gain any predictive power based on it.

Figure 21. Ridge model results

Figure 22. Lasso model results

The best accuracy score, obtained from the models learning
on seconds dataset, was 0.6471, and it was two MLP models
with parameters shown in Figure 23. It can be observed that
when the models were tested on the training dataset, the
accuracy score was 0.35 or 0.30. This showed that there was no
overfitting. However, this could be interpreted as underfitting,
since the model failed to appropriately predict for the data it
was trained on.

Figure 23. MLP best two models parameters and scores

Besides, the MLP was also ran with batches and epochs. The
loss calculated represented the sum of losses obtained from the
test on training and testing datasets during each epoch. As it is
shown in Figure 24 the loss had a fluctuating pattern instead of
decreasing one, which showed that the model failed to learn.

Figure 24. Training and testing Loss per epoch of MLP training with batches

At the last stage of analysis the best MLP model was trained
on two classes only; "high" and "low". Then the predictions
of the model for middle class were obtained. As a result, the
model predicted 0 for all middle class students, which showed
that according to the model they were all more similar to
the "low" class. The professor estimated 1/3 of the "middle"
students" to be rather "high" performing, and 2/3 to be "low"
performing. This could indicate that the MLP model had around
66.6% accuracy in prediction. However, this accuracy did not
imply that the model had predictive power. This was proved
by taking model predictions for "high" and "low" classes as
well, and showing that for those too all the predcitions were 0.
Overall, the MLP model overtfitted to the class "low" (0) and
thus was not very reliable.

These results indicate that all the machine learning models
and methods used did not manage to gain predictive power for
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student performance level based on their handwriting features
chosen. For this stage of analysis imbalance in the features
distribution and classes to be predicted was taken into account
and was not a barrier for the models to learn, however the
features selected were not good enough indicators of student
performance level.

V. CONCLUSION

The research project was divided into two stages. During
the first stage a limited handwriting dataset of Artifical
Intelligence course midterm exam was taken from the American
University of Armenia (AUA). The dataset was for a specific
course and the problem was to predict the student letter
grade (based on American system), or Pass/No Pass status.
The handwriting characteristics were selected based on the
graphology knowledge gained during the literature review
stage. Machine learning models and their parameters chosen
were based on the data size. Exploratory data analysis showed
that there was an imbalance of classes, since most of the
students failed the exam. In addition, some of the features of
the handwriting had skewed distributions, such as handwriting
baseline and slant. These factors and the limited sample size
made the models to overfit to a certain class, and even though
they landed high accuracy scores, they had small predictive
power and tended to output the dominating class, which was
"F" in case of letter grade prediction problem and "No pass"
in case of pass/no pass prediction. The main learning from
this stage of research project was that many external factors
can make a dataset of one specific course very imbalanced
and biased. Factors which could play a role include course
content and difficulty level, professors grading methods, and
many others including external events in the world or in the
country which could impact university, education, emotional
and mental states of the students. Moreover, for the next stage
of research baseline and slant were no longer considered in the
list of handwriting characteristics, considering that in a small
sample size they have a skewed distribution and can deviate
model prediction.

Considering all the knowledge gained from the first dataset
analysis, for the second stage of the research 86 new hand-
writing samples were taken from AUA, from the class of 2017
Spring semester Introduction to Object Oriented Programming
course. The professor teaching the class provided general
assessment of student abilities and performance. This evaluation
was not based on the specific course grade only, so it removed
some of the bias that could come from course specific aspects.
New handwriting characteristics were added to the analysis,
considering the domain was coding and most of the papers
contained handwritten code and similar coding expressions.
Different machine learning algorithms were trained, with
parameter tuning and adjustments based on data size, however
all of them, except from MLP, tended to overfit to the data and
failed to land a good accuracy on the test dataset. ROC and
AUC calculations also supported the hypothesis that models
failed to learn. Ridge and Lasso regularization had very small
scores, holding up to the fact that the features had a little

correlation with the student performance, and therefore, models
did not manage to learn based on them. MLP was the only
method which landed an accuracy of 0.6472 for test dataset,
and the accuracy score for training was smaller. In case of
MLP the model underfitted, since it failed to predict on the
dataset it was learning on. Besides, MLP training with batches
showed fluctuating trend in loss, and the general pattern was
not decreasing, so the loss was not getting smaller, implying
that the model was not learning. All these results will play
a significant role in the dataset domain choice and collection
principles, and design of future models.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The next steps of this research project will include new
feature selection from handwriting. These characteristics can
either be domain specific, for example how people write the
same coding words ("if", "else", "for", "return") in the scope of
the same problem solution, or it can be about how they align
and indent the code, or lines in general, what is the distance
between letters, words, and lines. There is a lot of opportunity
to continue work on feature selection and perfect the set of
features trying to find the ones that have some correlation with
student performance. Another important thing is to increase the
data size and involve more diversity. In case of first two stages,
the datasets were coming from specific courses and exams,
however as a next steps more subjects/courses, semesters, and
exam types can be involved to remove any bias that the day
of the exam, the course difficulty, professor grading methods
or any other factors could add to the study.

If it will be possible to prove that special handwriting
characteristics correlate with student performance in the field of
Engineering and IT, then it will be possible to design models
which would help predict or evaluate student performance,
and this could possibly be a tool used by individuals and
institutions.
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